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PAPER

Improving Text Categorization with Semantic Knowledge in
Wikipedia∗

Xiang WANG†a), Yan JIA†, Ruhua CHEN†, Nonmembers, Hua FAN†, Student Member,
and Bin ZHOU†, Nonmember

SUMMARY Text categorization, especially short text categorization, is
a difficult and challenging task since the text data is sparse and multidimen-
sional. In traditional text classification methods, document texts are repre-
sented with “Bag of Words (BOW)” text representation schema, which is
based on word co-occurrence and has many limitations. In this paper, we
mapped document texts to Wikipedia concepts and used the Wikipedia-
concept-based document representation method to take the place of tradi-
tional BOW model for text classification. In order to overcome the weak-
ness of ignoring the semantic relationships among terms in document rep-
resentation model and utilize rich semantic knowledge in Wikipedia, we
constructed a semantic matrix to enrich Wikipedia-concept-based docu-
ment representation. Experimental evaluation on five real datasets of long
and short text shows that our approach outperforms the traditional BOW
method.
key words: text categorization, Wikipedia, document representation, se-
mantic matrix

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of online digital information, text cat-
egorization has become one of the key challenging tasks
to data mining and machine learning communities for han-
dling and organizing text data in automatic information re-
trieval systems. Especially in the last decade, with the ex-
plosion of applications in e-commerce, social networks, in-
stant communication and RSS, short and sparse text clas-
sification becomes more and more important. Traditional
text categorization algorithms are usually based on the BOW
(Bag of Words) model in which a text (such as a sentence
or a document) is represented as an unordered collection
of words, disregarding grammar and even word order. The
BOW model uses the co-occurrence frequency of each word
as a feature for text categorization and ignores the seman-
tic relationship among words. This technique breaks multi-
word expressions into independent features, maps synony-
mous words into different features and considers polyse-
mous words as one single feature. In short text classifica-
tion there is not enough word co-occurrence or shared con-
text to achieve high accuracy. Although some preprocessing
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technologies such as removing stop words and stemming are
proposed to improve the representation, the effect is limited
and background knowledge is needed to better understand
the meanings of the documents.

Attempts have been made to utilize ontology such as
WordNet to add background knowledge to document rep-
resentation for classification. The most common way of
applying ontologies for text categorization is to match on-
tology concepts to document terms. The matched ontol-
ogy concepts are either used as replacement or additional
features to the original document representation. The ap-
proach that replaces original content with ontology concepts
may change the semantics of the original document and the
method that adds ontology concepts to the original text may
introduce noise especially when the coverage of ontology is
limited. In this paper, we try to use the replacing method
rather than the enriching approach that has been success-
fully used in an amount of research before [1]–[3]. In order
to enhance text categorization, we have to make sure that the
ontology is large enough to cover the topical domains in the
dataset as completely as possible and the replacing method
should not change the original meanings.

Wikipedia today is the largest encyclopedia in the
world and a large amount of research utilizes common back-
ground knowledge in Wikipedia to improve document rep-
resentation. It contains millions of articles with each one
explaining a concept. In this paper, Wikipedia concept is
designated by the title of a Wikipedia article. There are hy-
perlinks in the articles that link concepts with each other and
the link structure represents the semantic relationship be-
tween concepts. On average, each article has 39.6 links out
to other articles and receives another 39.6 links from them.
The large amount of articles and links potentially make it
to be a good ontology that can be used for improving text
classification performance.

In this paper, we use the textual content and the link
structure in Wikipedia to enhance text categorization. We
overcome the drawbacks of the BOW model by replacing
document terms with Wikipedia concepts and perform clas-
sification directly on the Wikipedia concepts vector. We
build an inverted index from Wikipedia textual content like
what has been done in ESA method [4] and perform map-
ping using it. We also utilize links between concepts to
build a semantic matrix to better understand the semantic
relationship between concepts. Our mapping approach can
understand synonyms and perform implicit word sense dis-
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ambiguation for polysemous terms. Our method is evalu-
ated not only on long text classification but also in short text
classification.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses some important related works. Section 3 intro-
duces our Wikipedia-concept-based document representa-
tion method that represents document text with Wikipedia
concept vector. In Sect. 4, semantic matrix is built from
Wikipedia link structure to enrich semantic relations be-
tween terms in Wikipedia-concept-based document repre-
sentation. Experimental results in short and long text classi-
fication are both presented and discussed in Sect. 5. Finally,
conclusion and future work are provided in Sect. 6.

2. Related Work

Recently, a large amount of research utilizes background se-
mantic knowledge in an external knowledge base such as
Wikipedia to improve performance of text mining tasks like
text categorization [1], [2], [5]–[7] and text clustering [3],
[8], [9]. There are two common approaches that have been
exploited: one is to enrich BOW (Bags of Words) docu-
ment representation with new features derived from exter-
nal knowledge base; the other is to replace BOW document
representation with concept-based document representation.
Our approach proposed in this paper belongs to the second
one.

Gabrilovich et al. [1], [7] propose a method to enhance
text categorization algorithms with features generated from
Open Directory Project (ODP) and Wikipedia. They first
build a feature generator that maps each document to ODP
or Wikipedia concepts. Then they use a multi-resolution
approach to perform the mappings, first at the level of in-
dividual words, followed by sentences, paragraphs, and fi-
nally the entire document. The feature generator generates
a huge number of features and they use feature selection to
eliminate the spurious ones. Finally, they use SVMs to con-
struct a text classifier in the augmented feature space. Ex-
perimental results confirm that their methods can improve
classification performance. The main difference between
our method and theirs is that we directly use the mapped
concepts to classify rather than using the mapped concepts
to enrich document representation. The method that maps
document to Wikipedia concepts is also different. They
build an inverted index that maps terms into a list of con-
cepts and use multi-resolution approach for feature gener-
ation which needs to scan each document many times. It
introduces noise and it is time consuming. In our method,
we directly map document words to Wikipedia concept us-
ing inverted index.

Pu Wang et al. [2] build a semantic kernel from
Wikipedia for text classification. The semantic kernel is
a Semantic Matrix which is formed by computing seman-
tic relatedness between concepts based on Wikipedia arti-
cles and taxonomy. It utilizes semantic knowledge from
Wikipedia to enhance understanding of natural language.
The representation vector of document in this method con-

tains not just Wikipedia concepts but also terms which are
not in the semantic kernel. So if many topical terms used in
a document can not be mapped to Wikipedia concepts, the
performance will decrease. In our method, we use inverted
index which can map all words to Wikipedia concepts and
overcome this problem. The approach they use to build the
semantic kernel requires high processing effort, because it
utilizes not just Wikipedia articles but also taxonomy. In
our method we only utilize the hyperlink structure and it is
an effective and low cost measure [10].

Phan et al. [5] use large scale external data collection
Wikipedia and MEDLINE to discover hidden topics de-
pending on latent topic analysis model LDA. Then they
use the hidden topics and labeled short text training data
to build a classifier for classifying short texts. Empirical
evaluation demonstrates that this method performs better
than traditional methods which just train the classifier us-
ing labeled short text training data. Chen et al. [11] im-
prove the method in [5] by introducing Multi-Granularity
Topics method which sets different topic number in LDA
and chooses the best one to discover hidden topics. Hu et
al. [3] propose a text clustering method by enriching doc-
ument representation with Wikipedia concept and category
information. It computes the semantic similarity values be-
tween documents or between document and clustering cen-
troid using document words vector, Wikipedia concept vec-
tor and Wikipedia category vector. They use two schemes
named Exact-Match and Relatedness-Match to map docu-
ment words to Wikipedia concepts and categories. In our
method, the mapping scheme is similar to the Relatedness-
Match, but we use all concepts rather than select top-k con-
cept for each word to take full advantage of the semantic
knowledge in Wikipedia.

Daniele Vitale et al. [6] represent document text with
Wikipedia concepts using TAGME method [12] to perform
the mapping for short text categorization. They utilize
Wikipedia concept vector to represent the document text
rather than enriching BOW representation. They select top-
k Wikipedia concepts to characterize a specific category and
compute semantic relatedness using WLM method [10] to
evaluate which category does the input document belong
to. In our method, we also use Wikipedia concept vector
to represent the document text, but we utilize traditional ap-
proach SVM to perform text classification rather than utiliz-
ing WLM to measure relatedness between Wikipedia con-
cept vectors for classification. Anna Huang et al. [13] uti-
lize Wikipedia to text clustering without enriching the BOW
representation. They first create a concept-based document
representation by mapping the terms and phrases within
documents to their corresponding articles (or concepts) in
Wikipedia and then they develop a similarity measure for
two documents based on Wikipedia articles rather than en-
riching BOW terms and phrases.
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3. Wikipedia-Concept-Based Document Representa-
tion

In this Section, we introduce a document representa-
tion method which is based on Wikipedia concepts. We
first build a weighted word-concept inverted index from
Wikipedia articles that contains the relationships between
each word and a list of related concepts. Then we map doc-
ument terms in the BOW model to Wikipedia concepts using
the inverted index. The mapped Wikipedia concept vector is
used as the representation of the document text. The process
of our document representation method is shown in Fig. 1.

In the first step, we build an inverted index from
Wikipedia articles. In Wikipedia, each concept (or topic) is
described by an article. In the BOW model an article can be
represented as “bag of words” with TFIDF schema and re-
lationships between words and related articles (or concepts)
can be built from Wikipedia. A word may appear in a num-
ber of articles and then a word in the inverted index is re-
lated to a list of concepts. There is a weight value which
is calculated from the articles of the related concepts using
TFIDF scheme to denote the relatedness between words and
Wikipedia concepts. Let rwi

c j
be the weight value of related-

ness between word wi and Wikipedia concept c j. Then rwi
c j

can be calculated as Eq. (1).

rwi
c j
= t farticle(c j)(wi) · id f (wi) (1)

where article(c j) is the article that explain concept c j.
t farticle(c j)(wi) is the frequency value of word wi in article(c j).
id f (wi) is the inverse document frequency of word wi in the
whole Wikipedia articles.

We discard words whose total frequency in all articles
is less than 5 because they are probably caused by spelling
mistakes. We get 1,739,060 words in the inverted index
which are big enough to cover almost all words in the input
documents. We discard insignificant associations between
words and concepts in the inverted index by removing con-
cepts whose weight for a given word is too low.

In the inverted index we can get the relatedness be-
tween words and Wikipedia concepts. In the BOW model a
document can be represented as “bag of words” and then we

Fig. 1 Text classification using Wikipedia concept document representa-
tion.

can map document text to Wikipedia concepts with the in-
verted index. A document d can be represented in the BOW
model as Eq. (2):

vecword = (t f (w1), t f (w2), · · · , t f (wn)) ∈ Rn (2)

where t f (wi) (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}) is the frequency value of
word wi (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}) in document d and n is the size
of the dictionary.

We can utilize the relatedness between words and
Wikipedia concepts in the inverted index. For a word wi (i ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n}) in the BOW model, S (wi ) (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}) is
the set that contains a number of concepts related to it in
the inverted index. In order to improve performance and
processing efficiency, we only choose top-k concepts in set
S (wi ) (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}) for each word in the inverted index.
The number of top concepts k using in our experiments is
an empirical value. When the k is too small, there will be
some useful concepts missed. When the k is too large, there
will be a lot of noise. It’s hard to find the proper value for k
to keep useful concepts and do not bring in much noise. We
tried the different values of k on long text datasets “Reuters-
21578”, “Movie Reviews” and short text datasets “Google
Snippets”, “Reuters-21578” to check the performance of the
methods in this paper. We find that k was set to 5 in long text
classification and 10 in short text classification can get best
performance. In our experiment, we set k to 5 in long text
classification and 10 in short text classification. All con-
cepts in the Wikipedia-concept-based document representa-

tion will be in
n⋃

i=1
S (wi ). Document d can be represented as

a vector with Wikipedia concepts as Eq. (3):

vecconcept = (weight(c1), weight(c2), · · · , weight(cm))(3)

where c j ∈
n⋃

i=1
S (wi)( j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}) and weight(c j) ( j ∈

{1, 2, · · · ,m}) is the weight value of concept c j( j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,
m}) in the Wikipedia-concept-based document representa-
tion. Then the weight weight(c j)( j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}) of the
concept c j( j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}) can be calculated as Eq. (4):

weight(c j) =
n∑

i=1

t f (wi) · rwi
c j

(4)

where rwi
c j

is the relatedness between word wi (i ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n}) and concept c j ( j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}) in the in-
verted index which is calculated in Eq. (1). t f (wi) (i ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n}) is the frequency value in document d. In
Eq. (4), we calculate the weight value weight(c j) of concept
c j to document d by summing up the product of the related-
ness value rwi

c j
of concept c j to word wi in the inverted index

and frequency value t f (wi) of word wi in the document.
For example, for a short document d “Machine learn-

ing is a branch of artificial intelligence”, we can find
that “machine”, “leaning”, “artificial” and “intelligence”
are all related to concept “Machine learning”. To com-
pute the relatedness of concept “Machine learning” to
document d, we first compute the frequency value of
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word “machine”, “leaning”, “artificial” and “intelligence”
in document d. Then we will compute the relatedness
of “machine”, “leaning”, “artificial” and “intelligence”
to concept “Machine learning” using Eq. (1). Finally,
weight(′Machine learning′)= tf(′machine′)·r′machine′

′Machine learning′+

tf(′leaning′) · r′leaning′
′Machine learning′ + tf(′artificial) · r′artificial′

′Machine learning′ +

tf(′intelligence′) · r′intelligence′
′Machine learning′ is the relatedness weight of

concept “Machine learning” to document d.
Although we only choose top-k concepts for a given

word, noise is still introduced because the concepts associ-
ated to the word might have no relevance to the document
text. For example, top-5 related concepts for word “iphone”
are “IPhone”, “iOS”, “iPhone (original)”, “IPhone 3G” and
“IOS SDK”. For a document text “I like iphone more than
HTC”, the associated concept “IOS SDK” will be a noise.
In order to improve performance and processing efficiency,
we only choose top-m concepts in a Wikipedia-concept-
based vector to remove irrelevance concepts. For one thing,
removing the concepts with lower weight in a Wikipedia-
concept-based vector can prevent document representation
from noise; for another thing, the processing efficiency is
improved because of shorter size of document representa-
tion vector. The value m must be carefully chosen because
it will introduce noise if the value m is too large and cause
information loss if the value m is too small.

Finally, the generated Wikipedia concept vector is used
as representation of the document. The semantic relation-
ship between terms in traditional BOW model is ignored and
it limits the performance. The terms in Wikipedia-Concept-
based document representation method are Wikipedia con-
cepts and we can utilize rich semantic knowledge be-
tween Wikipedia concepts to improve performance. In the
next Section, we will introduce our method to overcome
this weakness by building a semantic matrix using WLM
method which is based on Wikipedia link structure [10].

Let sentence “Obama is the president of the United
States” be an example for Wikipedia concept based docu-
ment representation. There are four words after stemming
and removing stop words: “Obama”, “president”, “United”
and “State”. Top-5 concepts of the sentence terms in the
inverted index are shown in Table 1. In the Wikipedia-
concept-based document representation schema, the con-
cepts of the sentence terms in Table 1 are used to repre-
sent the sentence. “Barack Obama” and “United States” are
both related to two words in the sentence. The weights of
‘Barack Obama” and “United States” will be higher because
the weights are added from two words. The method for com-
puting weight of concepts is shown in Eq. (4).

Table 1 Top-5 concepts of document terms in the inverted index.

Word Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 Concept 4 Concept 5
Obama Barack Obama Presidency of Barack Obama Family of Barack Obama Barack Obama presidential campaign, 2008 Obama, Fukui
president President President of the United States President of France George W. Bush Barack Obama
United United United! United Airlines United States United Ireland
State State U.S. state State highway United States State (polity)

4. Building Semantic Matrix Using WLM Method

Like traditional BOW model, the semantic relationship be-
tween concepts is ignored in the Wikipedia concept docu-
ment representation model discussed in Sect. 3. In order to
improve performance of text classification, semantic rela-
tionship between concepts must be considered. In this Sec-
tion, we build a semantic matrix to enrich semantic rela-
tionship between Wikipedia concepts using effective WLM
method [10].

David Milne and Ian H. Witten propose WLM method
which is an effective and low cost measure for obtaining
semantic relatedness between Wikipedia concepts. It only
utilizes the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia rather than tex-
tual content or category taxonomy and gives excellent per-
formance. Although ESA [4] remains the best measure in
terms of robustness, WLM is able to match it’s accuracy
when the document representation is based on Wikipedia
concepts. We choose WLM method to compute semantic re-
latedness for building semantic matrix because of it’s good
characteristics. First, our document representation method
is based on Wikipedia concepts rather than common words,
so WLM method can get the best performance as good as
ESA method. Second, WLM method is more effective than
ESA method. It’s a low cost and effective method for build-
ing semantic matrix.

We can now define a semantic matrix P for Wikipedia
concepts. The semantic matrix P is a symmetrical matrix
represented in Fig. 2. The elements in P are defined as
follows. For any concept ci(i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}) and c j( j ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n}), the semantic relatedness ri j is calculated by
the methods shown in Eq. (5).

ri j =

{
1 i f ci and c j are synonyms;
rWLM otherwise.

(5)

Semantic relatedness rWLM is calculated with WLM
method. In Wikipedia, synonyms are linked together by
redirect links and we utilize the redirect links to check if

Fig. 2 Semantic matrix P.
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Fig. 3 Text classification using enriched document vector with semantic
matrix.

two concepts are synonyms. For example, there is a redi-
rect link from concept “USA” to concept “United States”.
In Wikipedia, there are more than five million redirect links,
so we can get a large number of synonyms from the redirect
links.

We enriched the Wikipedia-concept-based vector rep-
resentation of documents with the semantic matrix P. Let
vecconcept be the representation of a document based on
Wikipedia concepts and vecS M be the vector enriched by the
semantic matrix P. Then the extended vector vecS M can be
computed as Eq. (6).

vecS M = vecconcept · P (6)

In vector vecS M , semantic relations between elements
are enriched with semantic matrix. In text classification, se-
mantically similar documents should be mapped to nearby
positions in feature space. Using this semantic transforma-
tion, the corresponding vector space kernel takes the form
shown in Eq. (7) below:

∼
k(d1, d2) = vecconcept(d1)PPT vecconcept(d2)

= vecS M(d1)vecS M(d2)
(7)

Thus, the inner product between document d1 and d2 in
SVM feature space can be efficiently computed using the se-
mantic matrix. The process that utilizes enriched Wikipedia-
concept-based vector of a document to text classification is
shown in Fig. 3. First, we build Wikipedia concept vector
of a document using the method described in Sect. 3. Then,
we utilize semantic matrix which is built from Wikipedia to
generate enriched document representation vector. Finally,
the enriched vector is normalized and input into SVM for
classification.

5. Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Wikipedia Dump Data

Wikipedia database dumps are released periodically and
the dumps can be downloaded from website http://dumps.
wikimedia.org/. The version of Wikipedia dump that we
used in this paper is enwiki-20120902. We imported the
SQL and XML dump files to mysql database and obtained
more than 130 GB of data. The statistics of Wikipedia data

Table 2 Statistics of Wikipedia dump.

Content Size
Concepts 9,618,661
Articles 4,090,633
Links in Articles 380,692,384
Redirect Links 5,658,860

is shown in Table 2.
We process the text of Wikipedia articles by removing

stop words and rare words whose total frequency in all arti-
cles is less than 5. We stem all text with “Lucene Snowball”.
We remove links whose target page does not exist due to the
fact that there are unedited concepts that are cited by other
articles. Every concept is redirected to it’s target concept
which is described by an article using redirect links in all
our experiments.

5.2 Datasets and Experimental Methodology

We used full text of the four real datasets (Reuters-21578,
OHSUMED, 20 Newsgroups, and Movies Reviews) to eval-
uate our approaches in long text classification. Like what
has been done in [1], to evaluate the performance of our
methods in short text classification, only document titles of
the datasets described above was taken to create short text
datasets (with the exception of Movie Reviews, where doc-
uments have no titles). We also used a dataset available to
community for short text classification named Google Snip-
pets to evaluate our methods. A short description of each
dataset is provided in the sequel.

1. Reuters-21578. This is a collection of documents
that appeared on Reuters newswire in 1987 and it is one of
the most widely used for text classification. We used the
ModApte Split method to split the training and testing doc-
uments. We used 10 top-sized categories for evaluation and
got 7156 documents for training and 3211 documents for
testing. In this dataset, a document may belong to more
than one category and the document will be in all categories
it belongs to.

2. OHSUMED [14]. This collection includes titles
and/or medical abstracts from 270 medical journals over a
five-year period (1987-1991). Following Joachims [15], we
used the 20,000 documents and took the first 10,000 doc-
uments for training and the following 10,000 for testing.
In the 20,000 documents, they all contain abstracts. There
are 23 diseases categories in OHSUMED dataset. In the 23
categories, the number of documents in different categories
varies from each other. Category “Pathological Conditions,
Signs and Symptoms” contains 1799 documents and cate-
gory “Bacte-rial Infections and Mycoses” contains just 423
documents for training.

3. 20 Newsgroups [16]. It contains 20,000 articles for
20 categories (about 1000 documents each class). The arti-
cles are taken from the “Usenet” newsgroups collection. We
used the subject and the body of each message only. For
training and testing, a 4-fold cross-validation method was
implemented.
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Table 3 Precision results for long documents.

Datasets Baseline Wiki-Replacing Wiki-SM Wiki-SK
Micro Macro Micro Macro Micro Macro Micro Macro

OHSUMED 0.4712 0.4181 0.5351 0.5705 0.5458 0.5887 0.5324 0.5613
Reuters-21578 0.8573 0.7351 0.8328 0.7012 0.8631 0.7412 0.8614 0.6221
Movie Reviews 0.8475 - 0.8445 - 0.8743 - 0.8635 -
20 Newsgroups 0.8091 - 0.8127 - 0.8235 - 0.8223 -

4. Movie Reviews [17]. This collection contains 2000
reviews of movies with 1000 reviews expressing a posi-
tive opinion and 1000 reviews expressing a negative opin-
ion about the movies. It is released by Pang and Lee [18] in
2004. Like what has been done in [2], we performs 4-fold
cross-validation in this corpora for training and testing.

5. Google Snippets [5]. This labeled collection was
retrieved from Google search using JWebPro by [5] and it
is composed of 12,000 (10,000 for training and 2,000 for
testing) snippets. Snippets have length of about 13 terms (on
average) and are labeled with 8 categories. This collection
was used to evaluate the performance of our method on short
text classification.

Six methods were implemented to evaluate their perfor-
mance: the baseline method that is based on BOW model,
the replacing method described in Sect. 3, the semantic ma-
trix method shown in Sect. 4, Wiki-SK method proposed in
[2], Daniele’s method proposed in [6] and Phan’s method
proposed in [5].

1. Baseline method. The baseline method is based
on the BOW model. TF-IDF weighting scheme is used for
computing weight of terms. We use F-score [19] for feature
selection. Some preprocessing methods such as discarding
stop words, removing rare words, stemming and normaliz-
ing were used in our implementation.

2. Wiki-Replacing method. This method is de-
scribed in Sect. 3. We are not the first who propose to uti-
lize Wikipedia concept vector to represent document text.
Daniele Vitale et al. used this method in [6], but we used
different mapping method and classification method. We
used inverted index to map document terms with Wikipedia
concepts while they used TAGME. Compared to TAGME,
the Inverted Index method is more time consuming, but it
helps identify relevant Wikipedia concepts which are not ex-
plicitly present in a document. It is especially useful when
Wikipedia concepts have less coverage for a dataset. We
used SVM to classify rather than their semantic distance
based method which does not rely on any learning method
like SVM.

3. Wiki-SM method. This method is based on the
Wikipedia-concept-based document representation in Wiki-
Replacing method. The Wikipedia concept vector is en-
riched by the semantic matrix described in Sect. 4.

4. Wiki-SK method. This method is proposed in [2].
They build a semantic kernel of Wikipedia concepts for text
classification, but their method for building semantic ker-
nel is based on Wikipedia articles and taxonomy rather than
Wikipedia link structure. In our document representation
schema, there are only concepts rather than document terms.

5. Daniele’s method. This method is proposed in [6]
for short text classification. They use Wikipedia concepts to
represent short text using TAGME method [12]. They select
top-k Wikipedia concepts to characterize a specific category
and compute semantic relatedness using WLM method [10]
to evaluate which category the input document belongs to.

6. Phan’s method. Phan et al. [5] use large scale ex-
ternal data collection Wikipedia and MEDLINE to discover
hidden topics depending on latent topic analysis model
LDA. Then they use the hidden topics and labeled short text
training data to build a classifier for classifying short text.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a linear kernel
was used to learn models for text categorization as it can get
state of the art results [20]. SVM is a supervised learning
model for classification and regression analysis. An open
source implementation of SVM named LIBSVM [21] was
used in all our experiments. LIBSVM is an integrated soft-
ware for support vector classification and has been widely
used in many papers like [2] and so on. Main features
of LIBSVM include different SVM formulations, efficient
multi-class classification, cross validation for model selec-
tion, Various kernels (including precomputed kernel matrix)
and so on. LIBSVM is among the first SVM software to
handle multi-class data. LIBSVM supports different kinds
of multi-class svms and the default is 1-vs-all without addi-
tional options†.

We evaluated text categorization performance of the
methods described above using micro-averaged precision
and macro-averaged precision [22]. Micro-averaged pre-
cision score gives equal weight to every document while
macro-averaged precision score gives equal weight to ev-
ery class. If the categories in data set differ in size substan-
tially, it’s meaningful to compute macro-averaged precision
because the micro-averaged precision varies from macro-
averaged precision. But if the categories have little dif-
ference in size, the micro-averaged precision and macro-
averaged precision will nearly the same. In our experiments,
data set Reuters-21578 and OHSUMED’s categories differ
in size substantially, so we have to compute macro-averaged
precision and micro-averaged precision. For data set 20
Newsgroups and Movie Reviews, the categories’ size is
nearly the same. The micro-averaged precision and macro-
averaged precision will nearly be equal to each other. So
we did not calculate the macro-averaged precisions and let
them to be null in Table 3 and Table 4.

†LIBSVM: http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm
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5.3 Experimental Results on Long Text Classification

Table 3 shows micro-averaged precision and macro-
averaged precision results for the four methods on the four
long text datasets. Method Wiki-Replacing gives higher
micro and macro precision on dataset OHSUMED and 20
Newsgroups, but a little lower on Reuters-21578 and Movie
Reviews. We use significant test to indicate statistically
significant improvements over the other method. T-test is
used in our paper. The p-value of Wiki-Replacing method
and baseline is 0.6341. Wiki-Replacing method is true
to not be always better than the BOW models and Wiki-
Replacing method can give more or less the same results
as the baseline method. Our method Wiki-SM gives higher
micro and macro precision on all four datasets comparing
with the baseline method. The p-value of Wiki-SM method
and baseline is 0.1420. Although the p-value is not lower
than the threshold chosen for statistical significance (usu-
ally the 0.10, the 0.05, or 0.01 level), it’s quite close to the
0.10 level. Our method Wiki-SM is significantly better than
the baseline method can be accepted with high probability.
The results show the benefit of utilizing semantic knowledge
in Wikipedia for text categorization. Wiki-SK method [2]
is better than the baseline method on all the four datasets.
The p-value of Wiki-SK method and baseline is 0.2156.
Wiki-SK method gives worse performance than our Wiki-
SM method on all the four datasets. The p-value of Wiki-
SK [2] method and Wiki-SM is 0.3910. There is no signif-
icant improvement. Our method Wiki-SM is more effective
and lower cost than the Wiki-SK method. Our Wiki-SM
method utilize the hyperlink structure rather than Wikipedia
articles and taxonomy for building semantic kernel.

5.4 Experimental Results on Short Text Classification

We conjectured that our methods described in Sect. 3 and
Sect. 4 might be useful for short text classification. Like
what has been done in [1], we derived several short docu-
ment datasets from dataset Reuters-21578, OHSUMED and
20 Newsgroups. We replaced the full document text with
only document title in these datasets to construct short text

Table 4 Average length of short document datasets.

Datasets Average length
20 Newsgroups 5.73

OHSUMED 8.97
Reuters-21578 6.02

Google Snippets 17.99

Table 5 Precision results for short documents.

Datasets Baseline Wiki-Replacing Wiki-SM Wiki-SK
Micro Macro Micro Macro Micro Macro Micro Macro

OHSUMED 0.4008 0.3262 0.4109 0.3464 0.4314 0.3513 0.4203 0.3321
Reuters-21578 0.6880 0.2170 0.6972 0.2890 0.7095 0.2896 0.6910 0.2832
20 Newsgroups 0.6924 - 0.7187 - 0.7242 - 0.7195 -
Google Snippets 0.6673 0.6341 0.7271 0.7001 0.7335 0.7153 0.7077 0.6828

datasets. We removed the documents whose document title
is less than five words. Table 4 shows the average length of
all short document datasets.

Table 5 shows the precision results for the four methods
on the four short text datasets. Method Wiki-Replacing gets
higher precision than the baseline method and method Wiki-
SM gets highest precision on all four datasets. The improve-
ment is significant in the real short text dataset “Google
Snippets” which is got from Google search results. The p-
value of the baseline method and Wiki-Replacing method in
t-test is 0.1121. Although it is larger than statistical signif-
icance 0.1, it’s quite close to the 0.10 level. In the Wiki-
Replacing method, the length of the Wikipedia-concept-
based vector is longer than the BOW vector and the se-
mantic knowledge can be fully represented. The seman-
tic relationships between Wikipedia concepts are added to
the document representation in the Wiki-SM method. Wiki-
SM method gives higher precision values than the baseline
method and Wiki-Replacing method on all datasets. The p-
value of the baseline method and Wiki-Replacing method in
t-test is 0.0543. Wiki-SM method shows statistically sig-
nificant improvements over the baseline method. The p-
value of Wiki-Replacing method and Wiki-SM method in
t-test is 0.1209. It’s also quite close to the statistical signifi-
cance 0.10. The results show that the semantic knowledge in
Wikipedia can be used to better understand document con-
tent for text classification. Our Wiki-SM method gives bet-
ter performance than the Wiki-SK method on all the four
datasets. The p-value of our Wiki-SM method and Wiki-
SK method in t-test is 0.0730. So our method shows statis-
tically significant improvements over the Wiki-SK method
on short text classification when the statistical significance
equals 0.1.

Figure 4 shows the micro-averaged precision re-
sults of Wiki-SM method, Wiki-SK method [2], Daniele’s
method [6] and Phan’s method [5]. The results are changed
with different sizes of labeled training data on “Google
Snippets” dataset. We can find that our method Wiki-
SM gives better performance than Wiki-SK method and
Daniele’s method in all different sizes of labeld trainning
data. Phan’s method gives the highest micro-averaged pre-
cision. But Phan’s method is hard to construct large-scale
data collections for training in a task. The practical usage of
this method is limited. Our method is common and can be
used in any text classification tasks.

5.5 Concept Number in Document Representation Vector

In Sect. 3, we choose top-m concepts in a Wikipedia-
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Fig. 4 Evaluation with different sizes of labeled training data on Google
Snippet dataset.

Fig. 5 Micro-Precision with different concept number in document rep-
resentation vector.

concept-based document representation vector to remove
irrelevance concepts. Figure 5 shows the number of
Wikipedia-concept-based document representation vector
influences the performance of text classification on long text
dataset “Movie Reviews” and short text dataset “Google
Snippets”. In Wikipedia-concept-based document represen-
tation schema it will introduce noise if the number of con-
cepts in the document representation vector m is too large
and cause information loss if the value m is too small. If m
is too large, a lot of noise will be introduced and the per-
formance of text categorization method will decrease. If
m is too small, it will cause information loss and the per-
formance of text categorization method will also decrease.
Experimental results in Fig. 5 confirms it. In Fig. 5, when
the number of top concepts m equals 900 in dataset “Movie
Reviews” and 100 in dataset “Google Snippets”, the Wiki-
Replacing method give the best performance. For differ-
ent dataset, the best value of m is different. Experiments
on other datasets and Wiki-SM method get the same con-
clusion. The number of document representation vector m
must be carefully chosen and we chose it empirically in all
our experiments.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new method for improving perfor-
mance of text classification by leveraging semantic knowl-

edge in Wikipedia. Based on the inverted index built from
the content of Wikipedia articles, document text can be rep-
resented as Wikipedia concept vector. In Wikipedia, con-
cepts are linked together with hyperlinks which show the
semantic relationships between them. A semantic matrix is
constructed using effective WLM method which is based on
Wikipedia link structure to enrich semantic relationships be-
tween concepts in the Wikipedia-concept-based document
representation. The enriched Wikipedia-concept-based doc-
ument representation is then used for text classification in
SVM. Experimental results on the five long and short text
datasets shows that our method Wiki-SM gives better per-
formance than the BOW method in all datsets. That means
the enriched Wikipedia-concept-based document represen-
tation method that utilizes semantic knowledge in Wikipedia
can get better performance than the traditional BOW model.
Wiki-SM gives better performance than the recently devel-
oped Wiki-SK method on long text classification. Although
Wiki-SM method gives lower performance than the state-of-
the-art Phan’s method on short text classification, the prac-
tical usage of Phan’s method is limited and our Wiki-SM
method can be used in common.

We believe that our Wikipedia-concept-based docu-
ment representation method that represents document text
with enriched Wikipedia concept vector can be used in other
applications like document similarity measurement, docu-
ment clustering and information retrieval. In future, we will
try to further utilize semantic knowledge in Wikipedia for
text classification and clustering.
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